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& Rose



Elegant, seasonal wedding
flowers, 

made simple...





How it works...
I want to keep things as simple as possible for you so I've created this menu of
options to choose from before we get into the nitty gritty of colours and flower
names. 

If you're anything like me you like knowing what you're getting into before
you even have to get in touch with a supplier, so I've brought together the
best of both worlds with this detailed brochure AND bespoke consultation
combination.

Simply put, if you like what you see and read in these pages, we're going to be
a match made in supplier/client heaven!



Seasonality
It's really important to me that what I do is just right for you and your day. I use
only the best British grown flowers and foliage for my weddings and never
touch imported flowers. I have an ethos at Frances & Rose that I stick to
above all else and this effects my process and means I may do things
differently from 'traditional' florists. 

So, what does this mean for you?
- I cannot guaranteed any specific flower types. The joy of seasonality means
that no two growing years are the same. We may have a late spring or an early
autumn, and what we're growing will come at different times each year. I will
suggest flowers that may be available, but I will not know exactly what's going
into your wedding flowers until the week of your wedding. 



Most people love this and relish the idea of a surprise on their wedding day,
but some people, understandably, want more specific blooms which can only
be guaranteed with imported flowers. If you think you'd rather know exactly
which flowers you're getting then perhaps a more traditional florist might be a
better fit for you.

- With this in mind, I am also only able to work to tonal colour schemes rather
than match any specific hues exactly. We will discuss colour and what mood
and vibe you want at your wedding in our consultation and I promise I will not
disappoint on your big day. Working with a beautiful colour palette is
something I relish, so trust me with your scheme and I will make magic. If you
do want very specific matched colours, you might also be better with a florist
who uses imported blooms.

You can find out loads more about why British flowers are amazing for the
environment and just the perfect thing for an English country wedding here.



Venue Decoration
I offer a number of different options when it comes to decorating your venue
for both the ceremony and reception. From aisle dressing to table centres, I
will make sure the setting for your day is truly elegant and simply seasonal.

Ceremony Options

Aisle marker posy/pew end........................................................................................ £25.00
Aisle marker meadow box........................................................................................... £85.00
Mantlepiece arrangement............................................................................... £75.00 per ft
Long and low arrangement......................................................................................... £75.00
Installations (arch, staircase, etc)................................................................ from £250.00
Pedestal/Urn arrangement............................................................................ from £150.00



Reception Options

Bowl table centre............................................................................................................ £75.00
Mixed votives table centre.............................................................................. £50.00 for 10
Glass vase table centre................................................................................................ £65.00
Meadow box arrangements ....................................................................................... £85.00
Top table long and low.................................................................................................. £75.00



Vase Arrangement
 Perfect for round table centres,
simple, elegant and impactful as
soon as you walk in the room.

These can also be ordered for
other areas of the ceremony or
reception, think windowsills,
church font or on a gift table.



Bowl Arrangement
These are great for round table centres, beautiful from all angles but not too
tall to see over for a good old wedding meal chat. 
They also work wonderfully down long tables, and you can even throw some
votives in the mix for a really interesting variety of heights.



Mixed Votives
These look fantastic lined up along trestle or long banqueting style tables or
grouped together on the centres of round tables. I use a mix of clear and
coloured glass, stoneware pots and glass bud vases.



All Together
For a really show stopping table scape I'd suggest pairing bowls and votives
together, especially on long banqueting style tables. It gives a great mixture
of heights and can be fun to play around with single variety displays within
the votives.

If you are working with a wedding stylist and picking out table runners this
can look amazing with candles and a abundance of flowers scattered all over.
I'm really happy to work with your chosen stylist both before and on the day to
create something magical.



Meadows / Aisle Markers
One arrangement style, multiple uses.
These elegant boxes look like they're
a meadow growing from the ground
(hence the name), and can work in so
many different ways to decorate your
wedding. Placed by each chair or pews
up the aisle, along the back of the altar
steps, welcoming guests at an
entrance - so many possibilities .

Long and Low
Great for a top table or where you
have photos when you sign the
register. It's a great item to move from
the ceremony to the reception as well -
versatile.



Urn / Pedestal
These spilling, trailing arrangements
add real drama to a ceremony space.  





Bridal Party
The bridal party flowers will be at the centre of all photographs and most
certainly one of the showstoppers during the ceremony. I create artfully
exquisite bouquets, buttonholes and flower crowns for your whole troop, filled
with scent and texture to follow you throughout the day.

Bridal bouquet................................................................................................................ £150.00
Bridesmaids bouquet.....................................................................................................£65.00
Flower girl posy................................................................................................................ £30.00
Bridal flower crown.......................................................................................................... £75.00
Bridesmaids flower crown ........................................................................................... £45.00
Flower girl flower crown ............................................................................................... £35.00
Buttonhole.......................................................................................................................... £12.00
Wrist Corsage..................................................................................................................... £18.00



Bridal Bouquet
The main event for your main
event! Beautiful bouquets are
the ultimate accessory for any
bride, adding a new
dimension and a pop of colour
to the backdrop of your
wedding outfit. I add all the
best blooms of the day into
this mini work of art, using
texture and scent for a
wonderful sensory
experience.

Finished with naturally dyed
silk or velvet ribbon.



Flower Crowns
Bold and chunky or sweet and delicate, there are so many ways to flower
crown. Filled with fresh seasonal blooms, herbs and dried ingredients. For
brides, maids, best men - anyone who wants one really!



Bridesmaids Bouquet
More mini works of art for team bride, using all elements of the bridal
bouquet just on a smaller scale.



Top Tip
Get the most out of your bridesmaids bouquets and flower girls
bunches and use them for your top table decorations in glass vases.

Mini Flowers
Whether its cute

little flower crowns
for boys and girls,
or a mini bunch to
hold as they skip

down the aisle. We
say start them
young when it

comes to loving
flowers!



Buttonholes
A perfect addition for anyone you want to stand out on the big day.
Made with seasonal flowers and dried elements to keep you looking
fresh as you dance the night away, finished with twine or ribbon.



Wrist Corsage
Another one for anyone you
want to be noticed as part 
 of the crew on the big day.
Made with seasonal flowers
and dried elements to keep
you looking fresh as you
dance all night, finished
with ribbon.

Top Tip
Got loads of bridesmaids?
These are a great option!



Installations



Make a Statement
I love making a dramatic wow-factor installation
for a wedding. Archways, staircases, hoops - you
name it, I can cover it in flowers.
These are very bespoke pieces and will need
specific measurements and details to quote on -
this is all something we can discuss in our
consultation.



Additional Flowers
Cake flowers (collection day before the wedding) ........................................... £30.00
Hair flowers (individual for hair stylist, per person)..............................................£5.00
'Thank you' gift bouquets............................................................................................ £45.00





What next...
Take some time to look through this brochure and have a think about the
sorts of colours and which elements you might want as part of your day. When
you're ready, you can fill out our enquiry format  the bottom for our Wedding
page here. Once we've received your enquiry form we will send you a link to
our appointment scheduling app to book your 30 minute free zoom
consultation.

After our consultation I will create a bespoke mood board and estimate for
you based on our meeting. You will have 14 days to secure your booking with
a 25% deposit, with the final invoice payable one month before the wedding. I
am also happy to work on a payment plan with couples to ensure you are
happy and feel confident with managing wedding costs.

My minimum spend policy is £950.00

https://www.francesandrose.co.uk/weddings


Eight simple steps...
Read this brochure, look at the images and check out more of my work on
instagram @francesandrose or my seasonal galleries on my website
Look at the pricing and the items and have a think about the sorts of things you
might want for your wedding and venue. Think about what sorts of tables you're
having, the ceremony room/location and numbers for the bridal party (I will be
able to advise on all of this if you're unsure!)
Fill out our enquiry form with your wedding date, venue and a few more details
 Book your free zoom consultation with me
 Chat with me about colours, venues, items, (the weather, cats... ) whatever you
want to discuss
 Receive your bespoke consultation and quotation within a week of our meeting
 (Hopefully ) Book me!
Sit back and relax, knowing your flowers are growing and I am ready to make
them into beautiful arrangements for your wedding day
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https://www.instagram.com/francesandrose/
https://www.francesandrose.co.uk/spring
https://www.francesandrose.co.uk/weddings




Or try something else...
DIY Wedding Flowers
If you think you might like to try growing and arranging your own wedding
flowers instead, I'd love for you to consider one of my 1:1 sessions or DIY
wedding flower workshops where I can teach you how to create all the
elements you'll need for your big day. I can help with timelines, preparations,
stem counts and colour schemes to help you grow and arrange your wedding
flowers with confidence.
Please check out my current availability for workshops and 1:1's here.

Elopements
I also offer a smaller and more simple wedding package for elopements or
more intimate celebrations. This service does not require a consultation and
can be booked simply via email. Please see here for more details.

https://www.francesandrose.co.uk/elopements


A few important details
All prices are per item unless otherwise specified.
 
All bridal party flowers will be delivered to one specified address on the morning of the
event.

The moving of any items between ceremony and reception venues/locations is not included
in the price. I am able to add this to the set up charge for the day or you could ask
ushers/friends/family to help.

Containers/vases will be on loan from my collection and are included in the price per item.
Unfortunately I cannot fill your containers. All containers must be returned to my studio
within one week of the event date. If you require me and my team to dismantle any
structures or collect any items the day after the event this will be charged at an hourly rate.
 
All items are subject to travel and will be calculated accordingly. Installations are also
dependant on space and fixings available at the venue site. If I have not dressed your venue
previously I may need to conduct a site visit which will be chargeable at my hourly rate .



Complete enquiry
form here

https://www.francesandrose.co.uk/weddings

